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Overweight Strategy
Sound of caution ringing

Strong dollar headwinds for equity market
Selling pressure continues on the Indonesian bourses causing the benchmark JCI to drop
7% Ytd to 5,909, but seeing a corrective bounces in the last two days. This market sell-off
was due mainly to concerns about global sentiment, particularly the US Fed’s plan to raise
interest rates this year, which continues to put pressure on the rupiah. On Wednesday,
Rupiah fell to Rp 14,084/USD, the lowest level since December 2015. The Indonesian
rupiah is the currencies with twin deficits (current account deficit and fiscal deficit), in
addition to the Indian rupee and the Philippine peso, which made investors more worried
on the newfound hawkish Fed sentiment. The mood in the government bond markets has
also been pessimistic as currency volatility has weighed on carry appetite. Indonesia
Finance ministry decided to reject all offers in last auction (8 May) on higher yields sought
by bidders. We see these conditions are exacerbated by 1) moderate GDP growth with
potential downside risks and 2) unsurprisingly and appear rather weak 1Q18 earnings
results.

The correlation between Rupiah and JCI market movements
Over the past decade, we have seen the Rupiah value versus the dollar (IDR/USD) and the
JCI moving in tandem on many occasions. Take the case of 2008 when rupiah crashed
from 9,393/USD to 11,120/USD, the JCI fell vertically by 51%. Then again in 2015, the
rupiah literally crashed from a level of 12,388/USD to 13,788/USD and this period was
also marked by a sharp correction in the JCI of 12%. The JCI and the rupiah are directly
and indirectly affected by several similar factors, including among others : the outlook for
the Indonesian economy, trade deficit (surplus), foreign institutional investors’ (FII) flow,
forex reserves, and monetary policies undertaken by governments across the globe.
Sometimes, there could be a temporary disconnect between the JCI and the rupiah
movements. For instance, during 2012 to 2014, markets were rising with JCI up by 13%
and 22%, but the rupiah saw a depreciation of 7% and 2%.  This was mainly because of
some temporary, albeit strong factors, influencing the currency. These included global
geopolitical developments, local political issues, and the effect of banking sector which
have the biggest weighting (currently 30%) in the JCI and is not impacted by the IDR/USD
movement in a big way as their forex assets should equal forex liabilities.  But, even so,
the JCI and the Rupiah had a positive correlation of 0.63 during 2008-2018. (see exh. 2)

Moderate GDP growth with potential downside risks
1Q18 real GDP growth came in at 5.06% YoY, which fell from 5.19% in 4Q17 despite
improving from 5.01% in 1Q17. This came below both our (5.16%) and consensus (5.19%)
expectations. GFCF (investment) lead the growth with the highest pace of 7.9% while
household consumption remained steady at 4.9% YoY and government spending moderate
to 2.7% YoY. However, weaker external demand condition became a drag factor with net
export slashing real GDP growth. Given this outturn we see downside risks to our GDP
forecast of 5.3% in 2018, however, our economist prefers to maintain his forecast as he
still expect improvement in coming quarters from . We still view that a relatively stable
growth report is likely to give BI the confidence to tighten policy, if market volatility
heightens again, weighing on the rupiah and driving bond yields higher.

JCI target cut to 6,500 on lower PE multiple and EPS target
Almost all of companies under our coverage have released their 1Q18 earnings results
with the exception of ITMG. Only 8% of companies beat estimates or poses upside risk to
our earnings forecast, 18% fell short or slightly miss and the rest 74% in line with. We
made 8 changes to our earnings forecast with 6 downgrades and 2 upgrades. As results
our 2018F and 2019F market EPS slightly declined by 3.1% and 1.4% to 363 and 410,
implying 12.8% YoY and 12.9% YoY growth. We also raised our risk free rate assumption
from 6.8% to 6.9%, resulted to lower intrinsic market PER of 15.8x (at -0.5stdev of mean).
These together bring our year-end JCI target lower to 6,499 (rounded up to 6,500) (see
exhibit 4 for detailed calculation). As our new JCI target implies 10% upside from current
price, we maintain our Overweight stance on Indonesia equity market. Our stock picks are
BBNI, BBTN, BNGA, GGRM, SCMA, UNTR, MEDC, and PTPP. We also recommend tactically
buying stocks that have declined by more than 25% Ytd such as: JSMR, EXCL, TOWR and
SILO.
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Strong dollar headwinds for equity market
Selling pressure continues on the Indonesian bourses causing the benchmark JCI to drop
by 7% Ytd to 5,908, despite seeing a corrective bounces in the last two days. This market
sell-off was due mainly to concerns about global sentiment, particularly the US Federal
Reserve’s plan to raise interest rates this year, which continues to put pressure on the
rupiah. Rupiah fell to Rp 14,084 /USD on Wednesday, the lowest level since December
2015. The Indonesian rupiah is the currencies with twin deficits (current account deficit
and fiscal deficit), in addition to the Indian rupee and the Philippine peso, which made
investors more worried on the newfound hawkish Fed sentiment. The Indian rupee has
depreciated 4.9% on Ytd basis, closing in on the region’s worst performer, The Philippine
peso follows next with a 4.2% Ytd drop. The Indonesian rupiah is a close third, down 3.2%
against the USD, yet far. The mood in the government bond markets has also been
pessimistic as currency volatility has weighed on carry appetite. Indonesia Finance
ministry decided to reject all offers in last auction (8 May) on higher yields sought by
bidders.  We see these conditions are exacerbated by 1) moderate GDP growth with
potential downside risks and 2) unsurprisingly and appear rather weak 1Q18 earnings
results

Exh. 1: Asia currencies performance ranking Ytd

Source: Bloomberg

The correlation between Rupiah and JCI market movements
Over the past decade, we have seen the Rupiah value versus the dollar (IDR/USD) and the
JCI moving in tandem on many occasions. Take the case of 2008 when rupiah crashed from
9,393/USD to 11,120/USD, the JCI fell vertically by 51%. Then again in 2015, the rupiah
literally crashed from a level of 12,388/USD to 13,788/USD and this period was also
marked by a sharp correction in the JCI of 12%. The JCI and the rupiah are directly and
indirectly affected by several similar factors, including the outlook for the Indonesian
economy, trade deficit (surplus), foreign institutional investors’ (FII) inflows and outflows,
forex reserves, monetary policies undertaken by governments across the globe, among
others. Sometimes, there could be a temporary disconnect between the JCI and the rupiah
movements. For instance, during 2012 to 2014, markets were rising with JCI up by 13%
and 22% , but the rupiah saw a depreciation of 7% and 2%.  This was mainly because of
some temporary, albeit strong factors, influencing the currency. These included global
geopolitical developments, local political issues, and the effect of banking sector which has
the biggest weighting (currently 30%) in the JCI and is not impacted by the IDR/USD
movement in a big way as their forex assets should equal forex liabilities. There are also
enough companies in the JCI that benefit from weak rupiah.  But, even so, during this
period, the JCI and the Rupiah had a positive correlation of 0.63 during 2008-2018. To get a
better picture of the phenomenon, we have plotted the Rupiah exchange rate with the
movement of the JCI over the last ten years in the following chart.
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Exh. 2: Rupiah vs. JCI movement

Source: Bloomberg

Moderate GDP growth with potential downside risks
1Q18 real GDP growth came in at 5.06% YoY, which fell from 5.19% in 4Q17 despite
improving from 5.01% in 1Q17. This came below both our (5.16%) and consensus (5.19%)
expectations. GFCF (investment) lead the growth with the highest pace of 7.9% while
household consumption remained steady at 4.9% YoY and government spending moderate to
2.7% YoY. However, weaker external demand condition became a drag factor with net export
slashing real GDP growth. Given this outturn we see downside risks to our GDP forecast  of
5.3% in 2018 however our economist prefer to maintain his forecast as he still expect
improvement in coming quarters from . We still view that a relatively stable growth report is
likely to give BI the confidence to tighten policy, if market volatility heightens again, weighing
on the rupiah and driving bond yields higher.

Exh. 3: Indonesia GDP growth (YoY)

Source: Bloomberg
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JCI target cut to 6,500 on lower PE multiple and EPS target
Almost all of companies under our coverage have released their 1Q18 earnings results with
the exception of ITMG. Only 8% of companies beat estimates or poses upside risk to our
earnings forecast, 18% fell short or slightly miss and the rest 74% met expectations which
one-third of them achieving only 22% of FY18 estimates. We made 8 changes to our earnings
forecast in with 6 downgrades (TOWR, SMRA, SMGR, AALI, ACES, and INTP) and 2 upgrades
(ERAA and WSKT). As a results our 2018-2019F market EPS slightly declining by 3.1% and
1.4% to 363 and 410, which implies 12.8% YoY and 12.9% YoY growth. We also raised our risk
free rate assumption from 6.8% to 6.9%, given that 10-yr government bond yield has risen by
1,100bps to  7.2% currently, and resulted to lower intrinsic market PER of 15.8x (at -0.5stdev
of mean). These together bring our year-end JCI target lower to 6,499 (rounded up to 6,500)
from 6,950 previously (see exhibit 4 for detailed calculation). As our new JCI target implies
10% upside from current price, we maintain our Overweight stance on Indonesia equity
market. Our stock picks are BBNI, BBTN, BNGA, GGRM, SCMA, UNTR, MEDC, and PTPP. We
also recommend tactically buying stocks that have declined by more than 25% Ytd but are
supported by strong fundamental such as: JSMR, EXCL, TOWR and SILO

Exh. 4: Our JCI target calculation

Source: Bloomberg and Ciptadana Sekuritas

Exh. 5: JCI forward PER band

Source: Bloomberg and Ciptadana Sekuritas Asia

Target index

(JCI) Old New

Assumptions

Risk free rate ( 10-yr gov't bond ) 6.8% 6.9%

Equity risk premium 5.0% 5.0%

LT growth 5.5% 5.5%

Intrinsic PER (x) 16.7 15.8

Forward market EPS 416 410

JCI fair value/target 6,948 6,499

2018

We set index target of 3181 at year-end 2010 based on the
bottom-up summation of all the price targets of all stocks under our forecast and
we use risk free rate of 9.5%, risk premium 5% and LT growth of 7%.
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The information contained in this report is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate,
current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this report constitute our judgment as of the date of the
document and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions as to market conditions and
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